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Executive Summary 
This deliverable provides an overview about the general organisation of the infrastructure            
provided for the EOSC-Synergy project that is offered to the different thematic services (WP4)              
within the project. 

We present the services and products being integrated, together with the individual roles that              
were identified in the project, and their interdependence and communication among each other.             
The separation of duties into different roles is key for the scalable evolution of the infrastructure,                
as the existing (and growing) complexity as a whole can only be understood by experts, too few                 
of which exist. The separation of duties introduces smaller knowledge domains which are easier              
to manage and understand. The clearly defined interfaces between domains, allows the            
respective experts to focus on specific aspects of their view on the infrastructure. This translates               
to better support for more thematic services in the complex infrastructure ecosystem of the              
European Open Science Cloud. 

Based on this role separation, we present the capacities that have been integrated and that are                
available for the thematic services to support their service deployment in three different areas:              
Cloud Computing, High Performance Computing and Storage resources In this regard, we            
summarise the current integration status for all the individual sites providing resources (i.e.             
capacity). At the time of writing this deliverable, all the Cloud and storage resource providers are                
fully integrated, with ongoing work in the High Performance Computing area. 

Moreover, we build on the capabilities integration. The goal of capability integration is to make               
all capacities available in a consistent and straightforward way. To this aim, we are building on                
core concepts of EOSC-Hub and of relevant services, like the EGI Cloud Compute and the EGI                
Federated Cloud. Therefore we present a set of key capabilities with their EOSC-Synergy             
integration status and future plans. Regarding Cloud capabilities, we have followed the            
approach to integrate the resources into the EGI Federated Cloud, thus becoming providers of              
the EGI Cloud Compute service. By doing so, we ensure long-term sustainability of the              
integration performed. We also present the current support for advanced virtual infrastructures,            
being provisioned on top of the Cloud capabilities, by means of the orchestration performed via               
the Infrastructure Manager (IM). Finally, we present the integration of High Throughput            
Computing resources via identity translation of OpenID Connect credentials into X.509           
identities. Additionally, we present the plans for the High Performance Computing capabilities            
integration regarding monitoring and Authentication and Authorisation. 

Finally, the remainder of this deliverable covers the results of the “Policy Gap Questionnaire”              
that was run for a second time. The goal of the questionnaire was to measure the improvement                 
of the technical policies in the Project, with particular focus on WP2. The comparison of the                
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results from this questionnaire with results previously obtained shows an improvement           
regarding technical policies in the legal and security domains.  
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1. Introduction 
EOSC-Synergy is a collaborative project involving several institutions from different European           
countries working together to combine their knowledge and expertise to expand the EOSC             
capabilities and capacity. The mission of WP2 in EOSC-Synergy is twofold: extending the             
capacity and capability of the EOSC, and enabling the thematic services being integrated in              
WP4 to use the infrastructure available at the participating institutions and beyond. 

For enabling our partners to contribute their computing and storage capacities into the EOSC              
we have adhered to the EOSC-Hub Technical Architecture [EOSC-Hub-Architecture] as our           
reference document. This document defines a set of categories of services, as high level              
building blocks: Federation and Access enabling services, common and thematic services. In            
this context, EOSC-Synergy WP2 is working on the integration of common services (more             
specifically cloud, storage and HPC resources), with existing federation and access enabling            
services in the EOSC realm. 

More specifically, in order to enable the EOSC-Synergy partners to contribute their resources to              
the EOSC, following the defined guidelines, we have taken the decision to integrate with              
existing production services in the EOSC ecosystem, rather than developing our own,            
non-sustainable solutions.  

Therefore, in order to perform this integration, we followed two approaches. Firstly, we have              
contributed all the cloud resources to the EGI Federated Cloud. This platform is used to build                
the EGI Cloud Compute service, and offers a well documented and production-ready integration             
path. For the majority of partners, this resulted in a successful integration with the EOSC               
ecosystem. The EGI Federated Cloud provides the necessary access enabling services, by            
means of widely used AAI, accounting, monitoring and information discovery. 

Secondly, non-cloud resources, such as dedicated storage systems, High Throughput Compute           
(Grid/HTC) and High Performance Computing (HPC) cannot be easily integrated with the EGI             
Federated Cloud. For enabling the integration, technical and organisational requirements must           
be met. By respecting the individual stakeholders motivations and boundary conditions,           
integrating those products, EOSC-Synergy strives to ensure the sustainability of the created            
solution. The most challenging example ist the integration with external authentication and            
authorisation mechanisms. This requires trust in external organisations, trust in technology as            
well as the adaptation of technologies to the tools used in the HPC domain.  
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1.1Document organisation 
This document is organised as follows:  

● Section 2 introduces the role separation concept that is being followed in the             
EOSC-Synergy project, together with the relevant duties and products being integrated           
in WP4. 

● Section 3 provides an update on the integration progress of national infrastructure            
capacities with EGI Federated Cloud.  

● Section 4 provides details on the services that we will integrate and provide for the               
thematic services.  

● Section 5 provides updated results of the policy questionnaire that was circulated along             
with the computer centres in the project to evaluate the adherence to policies in the               
infrastructure. 

● In Section 6 we summarise our findings.  
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2. Role separation in EOSC-Synergy 
In EOSC-Synergy we focus on implementing the concept of separation of duties, so that all the                
involved actors are only required to understand the operation of their part of the infrastructure.               
The concept of virtualisation, cloud and containers is fundamental to this implementation, while             
the concept may also be applied to physical hardware. We define a set of different roles with                 
specific duties, and a clear interface between them. In essence, this is possible, because we               
integrate four different products that were developed separately. All of these products have in              
common that they are driven by established communities, which are larger and longer lived than               
the EOSC-Synergy project. 

The integrated products together with the roles (depicted in Figure 1) defined in the project are                
described in what follows: 

Figure1: Roles in EOSC-Synergy. 

● Users in the context of the EOSC-Synergy Architecture are end-users that use those             
services that are provided by the “Thematic Services” of WP4. 

● EGI Federated Cloud is the enabling basic infrastructure. It provides the capability to             
manage virtual machines, and gives a clear interface to access block and object             
storages. Every participating site operates a cloud infrastructure instance on its own. The             
EGI Federated Cloud provides the common governance and organisational structure          
necessary to federate the cloud infrastructure instances. This includes authentication,          
authorisation, monitoring, accounting and gives concrete guidance on configuration         
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details of the infrastructure. 
In this context we have two roles: 

○ Site administrator. In addition to their daily work, this role is responsible for             
maintaining a site functional and operational. Communication happens between         
other site-admins and with community or thematic-service administrators. Site         
administrators are also responsible for implementing authorisation policies by         
configuring their site to support only those Virtual Organisations (VOs) that their            
computer centre supports. 

○ Community administrator. This role is responsible for a thematic service          
(community) and able to manage the infrastructure. Community administrators         
will start and stop virtual infrastructures, using advanced tools. They are not            
required to understand the complexities of cloud infrastructure administration,         
and therefore can focus on virtual infrastructures. 

● EGI Check-in for Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI). The choice for           
this particular AAI was taken due to the existing tool “EGI Check-in” which is also used                
to operate the EGI Federated Cloud. In addition, most thematic services found it useful              
to implement AAI in their own services. These are: Manage allocation of infrastructure             
resources and manage access to their community services. While the first one requires             
usage of the infrastructure AAI, the latter allows the choice of a different service. 
In this context we have one role: 

○ Community managers. They are the representatives of a thematic service that           
administer the membership of individuals in their community. This includes          
management of groups, subgroups and additional authorisation attributes. In         
EOSC-Synergy we adopted the Virtual Organisation (VO) concept, with one          
Virtual Organisation per thematic service. Often the roles of community manager           
and community administrator are performed by the same  person. 

● Infrastructure Manager (IM) is a tool developed by the I3M group at UPV, a partner in                
EOSC-Synergy. It is a tool that deploys complex and customised virtual infrastructures            
on IaaS Cloud deployments (such as AWS, OpenStack, etc.). It eases the access and              
the usability of IaaS clouds by automating the VMI (Virtual Machine Image) selection,             
deployment, configuration, software installation, monitoring and update of the virtual          
infrastructure. It supports APIs from a large number of virtual platforms, making            
applications cloud-agnostic. In addition it integrates a contextualisation system to enable           
the installation and configuration of all the required applications providing the           
community-administrator-user with a fully functional virtual infrastructure. These        
infrastructures are defined in so-called Tosca templates. In this context we have several             
roles: 
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○ Virtual Infrastructure Integrator: This is a high profile expert, capable of           
defining virtual infrastructures and creating the Tosca templates. The         
Infrastructure Manager dashboard [IM-DASH] comes with a wealth of templates          
available, including Kubernetes, Ceph, Galaxy, Ophidia, Slurm or Mesos as          
prominent examples. Site administrators may use these Tosca templates to verify           
the functionality of their site. The Virtual Infrastructure Integrator is in contact with             
the community managers, community developers and site administrators 

○ Community Developers use the virtual infrastructures to deploy and develop the           
service for their community and its users. The developers may request additional            
components or enhancements to be integrated into the virtual infrastructures. 

Based on this concept we can integrate virtual and real infrastructures, as described in two               
examples: 

● Kubernetes is an open source system for managing containerised applications across           
multiple hosts. It provides basic mechanisms for deployment, maintenance, and scaling           
of applications. By using Tosca templates we can operate multiple Kubernetes instances            
for each Thematic service, depending on their needs. 

○ The Virtual Infrastructure Manager defines Tosca templates that define the          
kubernetes infrastructure. 

○ The Community developers use Kubernetes to develop their software within a          
modern ecosystem. 

○ The Community Administrator triggers the actual deployment on the         
infrastructure in order to instantiate a service and expose it to the most important              
role: the users. 

○ The Community Manager authorises users to allow them using a service in a             
fine-grained way. For example could read access be available for any           
authenticated user, and write access be limited to members of a Virtual            
Organisation. 

○ Site administrators are not involved in this process unless there are technical            
problems, downtimes or usage statistics to be reported. 

● High Performance Computing (HPC) is different to the other services as it is not a virtual                
infrastructure. However, it fits well into this picture. The difference is that provisioning             
cannot be done by a community administrator, instead must be done by a highly              
specialised team of experts at a dedicated HPC centre. For smooth interoperation,            
Synergy is supporting and coordinating the integration of HPC centres with the            
accounting and authentication infrastructure. 
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○ The Virtual Infrastructure Manager is not part of this scenario, since HPC does             
not make use of virtualisation in the way the cloud does 

○ The Community Developers develop with a good knowledge of the targeted           
HPC architectures. Often with a large performance benefit, but more boundary           
conditions on the locally installed Operating System 

○ The roles of the Users, Community Administrator, Community Manager, and          
the Site Administrator are very similar like in the previous scenario. The main             
difference is that often users need to be more experienced and need to have              
similar knowledge like a Community administrator role. 

Altogether we can confirm that our role model can be applied to both of the two entirely different                  
sets of infrastructures targeted in EOSC Synergy. 
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3. Progress and plan on capacity     
integration 

This section describes the current status of the integration of thematic and national capacities,              
including the amount of available and foreseen resources, within the EOSC-Synergy project.            
These capacities are grouped under three different areas: Cloud Computing, High Performance            
Computing, and Storage Resources. 

Each individual partner and corresponding site capacity (Cloud, HPC and Storage) is available             
as a standalone and independent service to the EOSC-Synergy researchers. As it will be              
explained in Section 4, this work package is performing integration activities in order to ensure               
that the services are in operational status, providing federated access, so as to reduce the               
burden on users and thematic services when using the underlying resources for science. 

3.1Cloud computing capacities 
In order to achieve long-term sustainability, the Cloud computing integration strategy in            
EOSC-Synergy consists of fostering the individual resource provider integration with the EGI            
Federated Cloud. During this reporting period, all the cloud sites that are commissioned to the               
project have been successfully integrated with the EGI Federated Cloud. Table 1 captures the              
capacity for EOSC-Synergy Thematic Services, that available at each site.  

Future plans regarding the Cloud computing capacities integration rely on the integration of             
additional resources: a new GPU cluster deployed at CSIC and a new Cloud (INCD RDA Cloud)                
site being commissioned. Moreover, EOSC-Synergy will strive to comply with the operational            
procedures enforced by the EGI Federated Cloud, being an active actor of the federation. 
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Table 1: Cloud computing capacities in the EOSC-Synergy project. 

3.2High Performance Computing capacities 
High Performance Computing integration is performed through the deployment of a common            
authentication and authorisation technology based on OpenID Connect, in order to provide a             
coherent access for the EOSC-Synergy users across the different compute and storage            
platforms available. In particular, as it will be explained in Section 4.5 this is performed by the                 
deployment of an OpenID Connect plugin for PAM_SSH. However, these integration activities            
needed additional effort and are still work in progress for several of the sites. The current status                 
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Partner Technology Current resources Site integration 
status Future plans 

BIFI OpenStack >900 vCPU cores 
opportunistic 

Integrated 
    

CETA-CIEMAT OpenStack >400 vCPU cores Integrated 
    

CSIC OpenStack 

>500 vCPU cores 
reserved 
> 3000 vCPU cores 
available (opportunistic) 
80 NVIDIA V100 

Integrated 
   

New GPU cluster 
being procured 
during 2020-2021 

CESNET OpenStack 400 vCPU cores Integrated  
 

 

CESGA OpenStack 250 vCPU cores Integrated 
   

 

IISAS OpenStack 

IISAS GPU: 6 vCPU 
cores, 2 GPUs 
IISAS CLOUD: 48 vCPU 
cores 

Integrated  
  

INCD OpenStack 150 vCPU cores   Integrated 
   

New site (INCD 
RDA CLOUD) being 
procured and 
commissioned 
during 2021 

PSNC OpenStack 200 vCPI cores 
(opportunistic) 

Partially integrated 
(local communities) 

 
 



                                                              
  
is shown in Table 2. The integration activities will be continued for the next period, aiming to                 
provide full integration of the HPC sites. 

Table 2: High Performance Computing capacities in the EOSC-Synergy project. 
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Partner Technology Current resources Integration 
status 

Future plans 

CESGA HPC 250 cores opportunistic 
use 

Work in progress 
 

Perform full 
integration during 
the next period. 

CETA-CIEMAT Slurm, Lustre, 
Infiniband 

1048 cores Planned 
⏲ 

Perform full 
integration during 
the next period. 

LIP Slurm, Lustre, 
Infiniband 

320 cores  
opportunistic use 

Planned 
⏲ 

INCD RDA will be 
commissioned in 
2021 

PSNC Slurm, Lustre, 
Infiniband 1,000,000 CPUh  Integrated 

   
AAI Integration 
with EGI 



                                                              
  

3.3Storage capacities 
Storage capacities are provided as part of the Cloud and HPC offerings, through services within               
those environments. In addition, standalone and dedicated storage for specific thematic           
services is provided at individual centres as listed in the following table. These additional              
storage capacities allow for standalone access to the stored data, through independent APIs,             
decoupled from the computing model being used. The current status is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Standalone storage capacities in the EOSC-Synergy project.  
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Partner Technology Current resources Integration 
status 

Future 
plans 

Supported 
VO 

KIT WebDAV/OIDC 100TB 
 Integrated 

   
National AAI 

Integration 
with EGI 
Check-in 

O3AS 

Cyfronet OneData 20TB  Integrated 
   

- - 



                                                              
  

4. Progress and plan on capability     
integration 

The goal of capability integration is to make all capacities (as detailed in Section 3) available in                 
a consistent and straightforward way. Key for the integration activities is the compatibility with              
the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). We are therefore building on core concepts of              
EOSC-Hub Architecture [EOSC-Hub-Architecture] and of relevant services, like the EGI Cloud           
Compute and the EGI Federated Cloud. Activities presented in this section have the goal of               
providing a unified experience on top of the WP2 infrastructure. 

We support specific integrations with priority. This is in particular the integration of the              
Kubernetes Container Framework, that allows Community Developers to deploy arbitrary          
services. 

This section describes the status and plans for each of these components. 

4.1EGI Check-In 
EGI Check-in is a proxy service that operates as a central hub to connect federated Identity                
Providers (IdPs) with the EGI service providers. It acts as an identity provider proxy. Check-in               
allows users to select their preferred IdP so that they can access and use EGI services in a                  
uniform and easy way. It enables single sign-on to services through eduGAIN and other identity               
providers. Users without institutional accounts can access services through social media or            
other external accounts, including Google, Facebook, LinkedIn or ORCID. This allows users            
from 2000+ universities, research institutes, and all smartphone or social media users to             
authenticate to services with little or no administrative overhead. Such services comprise            
infrastructure services from EOSC-Synergy WP2 as well as thematic services from WP4. 

Check-in also supports Virtual Organisation and group / subgroup management. This allows fine             
grained authorisation for resource access and for access inside the Thematic Services. Also,             
computer centres can use it to allocate different resource pools based on the Virtual              
Organisation supported. One example here is the integration of support for translating an             
EGI-Check-in Token into an X.509 certificate with VOMS extensions that is now in place for the                
WorSiCa thematic service. 

Being the fundamental technical tool that provides the AAI, that we use in EOSC-Synergy, most               
EOSC-Synergy resources and services are already well integrated with EGI Check-in. Potential            
upcoming services for integration are those that will be integrated within WP2 and those created               
by the thematic services. 
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4.2EGI FederatedCloud 
The EGI Cloud Compute service allows users to get infrastructure resources on demand,             
following the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud model. This service is provided by the               
resource providers participating on the EGI Federated Cloud, a federation of IaaS-type            
individual clouds, made of academic private clouds and virtualised resources, and built around             
open standards. Its development is driven by requirements of the scientific community. The             
result is a new type of research e-infrastructure, based on the mature federated operations              
services that make EGI a reliable resource for science. 

When using the EGI Federated Cloud resources, researchers and research communities can            
count on: 

● Control over deployed applications 

● Elastic resource consumption based on real need 

● Immediately processed workloads – no more waiting time 

● An extended e-Infrastructure across resource providers in Europe 

● Service performance scaled with elastic resource consumption 

The EGI Federated Cloud is therefore a production e-infrastructure being used by scientists and              
academia across Europe. In EOSC-Synergy, after a preliminary evaluation, it was decided that             
the federation layer provided by the EGI Federated Cloud (with the necessary common             
governance and organisational structure, deployment of operational and management tools,          
etc.) was the most appropriate approach to perform the capabilities integration as foreseen. 

In order to perform integration activities that are sustainable in time and that span beyond               
the project’s lifetime, EOSC-Synergy is fostering the integration of the individual sites            
into the EGI Federated Cloud production infrastructure, supporting all the necessary           
integration activities for the individual sites (including training, support and guidance for the             
integration process, bug fixing and debugging, and similar activities). This approach provides a             
twofold benefit: on the one hand, we enrich the infrastructure resources being operated in a               
federated fashion by EGI, whereas on the other hand we profit from the operational and               
managerial structures already in place, remaining compatible with the rest of pan-European            
e-Infrastructures. It is important to state that EGI itself is actively participating in EOSC and               
EOSC-Hub, therefore the use of the EGI Federated Cloud naturally opens a path for integration               
and sustainability into the EOSC context. 

Several of the EOSC-Synergy sites were already integrated (CSIC, IISAS CLOUD, IISAS GPU,             
CESNET, CESGA, INCD NCG) whereas new sites have been successfully integrated thanks to             
the activities carried out (BIFI, INCD RDA, CETA-CIEMAT, PSNC). One of the most difficult              
objectives to fulfil was the compliance with local access policies at the individual sites. These               
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aspects have been solved, with the extent of restrictions for the PSNC cloud site, that only                
allows local access, either from the local area network or via a VPN connection. This was                
necessary to fulfil security requirements, but is in line with the supported local communities. 

4.3Infrastructure Manager 
IM is a tool that deploys complex and customised virtual infrastructures on IaaS Cloud              
deployments (such as AWS, OpenStack, etc.). It eases the access and the usability of IaaS               
clouds by automating the VMI (Virtual Machine Image) selection, deployment, configuration,           
software installation, monitoring and update of the virtual infrastructure. It supports APIs from a              
large number of virtual platforms, making user applications cloud-agnostic. In addition it            
integrates a contextualisation system to enable the installation and configuration of all the user              
required applications providing the user with a fully functional infrastructure. The IM supports the              
TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.0 OASIS standard for infrastructure description. 

The IM service already supports OpenStack as a cloud back-end with OIDC authentication             
mechanism. The integration in EOSC-Synergy is focused on the development of a graphical             
interface of the service, IM Dashboard. This is required to make the deployment on EGI Cloud                
Compute resources easier and thereby to allow community administrators or developers to            
maintain the virtual infrastructures. The dashboard enables deployment of predefined topologies           
(Kubernetes, SLURM or Mesos clusters, etc) that are a priori defined by the Virtual              
Infrastructure Integrator using TOSCA. The user only needs to define a small set of input               
values, such as amounts of CPU, RAM or the number of instances to deploy. Other software                
specific parameters (such as version of the software components, authentication tokens, etc)            
may be additionally required. 

The user is supported in the selection of the cloud site by filtering based on the VO                 
membership, site capabilities and available VM images. This information is obtained from the             
EGI AppDB and it is complemented with additional information through static configuration files. 

A growing set of Virtual Infrastructures is being developed (and specified in TOSCA documents)              
and available within the IM Dashboard for EOSC-Synergy users. These templates enable the             
automated deployment of frequently used services thus facilitating the exploitation of the cloud             
capacity. 

The IM service and dashboard are currently integrated and running in production. Future work              
will be focused on extending and adapting the functionality required by the thematic services.              
These updates will be available in the dashboard immediately, enabling the users to benefit              
from the integration and deploy their required virtual infrastructures with all required features. 

In addition, effort will be invested to improve the IM dashboard to enhance the overall user                
experience, for example by showing information about the used/available resources in each site             
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thus enabling the users to select the best site with enough resources for their virtual               
infrastructure. 

4.4Kubernetes 
Kubernetes [Kubernetes] is a portable, extensible, open-source platform for managing          
containerised workloads and services. It facilitates both declarative configuration and          
automation. It has a large, rapidly growing ecosystem where services, support, and tools are              
widely available. 

Support for Kubernetes was not initially anticipated in WP2, but added due to the request by                
WP4 on one hand and due to existing integration work by UPV on the other hand. 

The plan for integration is to allow administrators of thematic services to instantiate, extend, and               
shrink Kubernetes as a virtual infrastructure on top of the WP2 Cloud infrastructure. Integration              
work by WP2 is required in two places: AAI and Storage integration. 

Currently, virtual Kubernetes clusters with some essential services (container network,          
dashboard, ingress) can be deployed on IaaS Cloud infrastructure automatically via IM. After             
successful deployment, users can log into the virtual Kubernetes clusters via dashboard with             
admin token and do further configuration manually. The automatic deployment of containerised            
applications directly by the thematic services is the next step. 

The integration efforts will be focused on OIDC authentication via EGI CheckIn and support for               
storage on the virtual Kubernetes cluster out of the box. The virtual Kubernetes cluster can get                
an FQDN hostname from Dynamic DNS service [NSUPDATE] and SSL certificates from            
Let’sEncrypt. OIDC authentication via EGI-CheckIn will be realised via kube-authorizer[KAUTH].          
Intermediate storage for the clusters can be obtained via Cinder volumes attached to the              
front-end nodes and provided to containers via NFS.  

4.5HPC 
High Performance Computing (HPC) is traditionally not well integrated with federated           
infrastructures. Often, local accounts are created for individual computing projects. For improved            
integration with Cloud offerings in the EOSC, we are driving the integration of HPC at two                
different technological level: Firstly: SSH integration with the AAI to allow federated users login              
to HPC just as they do with cloud today. Secondly: Integration via grid tools, that are in place,                  
so that for example the globus tools may be used. The single truth of Authentication and                
Authorisation information will remain with EGI Check-in. 

4.5.1 AAI Integration 
PAM-SSH is a tool that enables users to log in remotely to an SSH server using an external                  
authentication system. To that end, PAM-SSH provides a Pluggable Authentication Module           
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(PAM) capable of prompting the user for and verifying the validity of OpenID Connect Access               
Tokens. Moreover, PAM-SSH relies on a custom Name Service Switching (NSS) library to map              
the federated user identity to a local system user. 

This approach simplifies user management on the service side, and improves convenience, as             
well as workflow automation and integration on the user side. 

The goal for the integration of PAM-SSH in EOSC-Synergy is two-folded: for users, to make               
local account management transparent enabling SSH access using their federated identity; for            
services, to enable user traceability, identity assurance, and authorisation based on information            
from a federated identity. 

PAM-SSH already supports authentication by means of an OIDC Access Token, but at the              
moment it relies on a specific IdM to provision local accounts a priori and to manage the                 
authorisation. At the same time, the user needs to be aware of the remote to local account                 
mapping information. 

The integration in EOSC-Synergy focuses on automatic local account provisioning on login,            
based on remote authorisation information such as VO membership and roles (e.g. expressed             
via entitlements). Users must be able to login without requiring prior application for an account               
or additional knowledge of their local account. Furthermore, the approach should allow            
integration with existing user management systems and policies at the sites. 

The integration efforts of PAM-SSH have progressed to the development phase. First, an             
analysis of requirements for both users and service providers was performed. Secondly,            
possible implementations that meet the requirements were explored. A proof of concept was             
implemented for automatic local account provisioning on SSH login. Current efforts focus on the              
development of a modular architecture that can perform the mapping of remote to local identity,               
and trigger local user provisioning on user authentication. The mapping service aims to hide the               
local account management from the user by providing an API to the user for querying for local                 
account information. At the same time, on the service side, the mapping service will simplify               
integration with the local account provisioning and enable traceability of users. 

4.5.2 Grid/High Throughput Computing Integration 
The grid is a distributed infrastructure that was put in place from the year 2000 onwards. Large                 
parts of the global WLCG computing Infrastructure and EGI offerings are based on this              
technology. It is based on X.509 certificates for authentication and authorisation (AAI) and on              
the globus toolkit. While it is straightforward to use the globus tools, integration of the grid AAI                 
with EGI-Check-in is a more difficult task. The goal of this integration is to unify user rights                 
management with existing Virtual Organisations and groups, as they are available in the cloud              
and in HPC. In fact, the Virtual Organisation concept was developed in the grid. 
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EOSC-Synergy is continuing an activity that was started in AARC, and later continued in              
AARC2, and EOSC-Hub. In addition tools that have been developed in the european project              
INDIGO-DataCloud are used. The project is exploiting the infrastructure of RCAuth, the            
distributed european online CA to generate X.509 certificates. To obtain these certificates a             
so-called “Master Portal” has to establish a trust relation with RCAuth. The INDIGO WaTTS              
service is being used to  implement the required Master Portal functionality. 

EOSC-Synergy has configured WaTTS to issue VOMS Proxy Certificates for all users that are in               
the EGI Check-in hosted WorSiCa VO. This enables users to get certificates in a much easier                
way, and to automatically trigger this process. 

Currently this service is running in pre-production mode, i.e. we are waiting for feedback and               
feature requests from the communities. 

4.6Repository Integration 
Repositories are made available by a combination of repository software (such as Dataverse or              
DSpace) and an operational policy. Repository software will be integrated by a Virtual             
Infrastructure Administrator 

Two repository softwares have been evaluated in EOSC-Syngergy: DSpace and Dataverse.           
DSpace is developed and maintained by DuraSpace, a non-profit organisation and has many             
plugins and extensions developed by third parties. One flavor of DSpace, DSpace-CRIS, is             
used by DIGITAL-CSIC in production. The last versions of Dspace have built-in support for              
Docker containers that enable deployment of repositories as a service in the Cloud. 

Dataverse is developed and maintained by the Dataverse community, where DANS-KNAW           
plays a significant role. It has built support for Docker containers for Dataverse. In addition,               
Dataverse has recipes for deployment on Kubernetes clusters from different cloud providers. 

Both repository softwares have been deployed in the Openstack cloud site at IISAS using the               
EOSC interfaces for testing and validation. DSpace works out of the box after deployment. For               
Dataverse, some minor errors were fixed during deployment in cooperation with the software             
developers. 

DSpace does not have built-in support for OpenID Connect, which is required for integration              
with EGI CheckIn. Therefore, the integration is still pending. The developers have been             
contacted and the discussion is in progress. Dataverse has been successfully integrated with             
EGI CheckIn. Current integration efforts are focused on full automation of repository            
deployment, enabling “Repository as a service” for thematic services.  
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5. Policy Gap Analysis 
Policies in the EOSC-Synergy WP2 context, refers to infrastructure and security policies. These             
policies enable the federated provisioning and use of resources, which are based on practical              
experience in the federated environment. While the general construct has been in practice for              
the past 15 years, the General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR) has induced the necessity for               
updating several policies. 

Based on the AARC Policy Development KIT [AARC-PDK] these policies have been updated             
and restructured. In EOSC-Synergy, we adopted policies compatible with the AARC PDK, in             
most cases those of EGI. The responsibility for acting based on these policies, are however the                
individual computer centres. The implementation of these policies with all respective           
stakeholders in this infrastructure is required for the adequate operation of the infrastructure.             
The cross WP policy group, that consisted of members in WP2, WP4, and WP5, has therefore                
designed [Synergy-D2.1] a questionnaire to reveal the status of the implementation of these             
policies in our infrastructure. To some extent this is one (of many) measurements to assess the                
EOSC-readiness of the infrastructure. 

5.1Introduction 
Accessing, using, and operating services for research, is inherently distributed. Users are            
expecting to access resources not located in their Home Organisation. In this complex             
environment, the question of trust for both users and resource providers, or Infrastructures,             
becomes paramount.  

To regulate and facilitate this trust, a set of policies is necessary. These policies outline the                
operation and operational measures undertaken by the Infrastructure to properly provide           
services. As such, the policies cover, among others, security measures, users’ management            
and data protection.  

 

The AARC Policy development Kit (PDK) considers the AARC Blueprint Architecture (BPA            
model), where typically user access is managed through an SP-IdP-Proxy component (or            
similar). The general components considered by the PDK (namely Data Protection, Security and             
Incident Response, and Membership Management) are relevant for managing authentication          
and authorisation. A more extensive introduction into the AARC PDK is given at [AARC-PDK]              
and in our first deliverable D2.1 [Synergy-D2.1]. 
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5.2Questionnaire on policy support 
On the first deliverable [Synergy-D2.1], a set of questions was prepared and sent to              
EOSC-Synergy sites (resource providers) in order to identify readiness and interoperability level            
within the general EOSC efforts in terms of trust and security.  

To evaluate the progress and adoption of project standards, the same questionnaire was             
delivered a second time 10 months later. The following organisations participated in the survey: 

● SAS - Slovak Academy of Sciences 

● DANS - Data Archiving and Networked Services 

● CESGA - Centro de Supercomputación de Galicia 

● KIT - Karlsruher Institut für Technologie 

● CYFRONET - Akademickie Centrum Komputerowe Cyfronet AGH 

● BIFI - Biocomputación y Física de Sistemas Complejos 

● LIP - Laboratory of Instrumentation and Experimental Particles Physics 

● INCD - Infraestrutura Nacional de Computação Distribuída 

● CETA-CIEMAT - Centro Extremeño de Tecnologías Avanzadas 

● CESNET - Czech Educational and Research Network 

● CSIC - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 

In total, 11 organisations participated (with 14 participants in total), with the services detailed in               
section 3 at the deliverable [Synergy-D2.1]. The questions were oriented around 3 major areas,              
i.e. Operational Security, Data Protection, and support and awareness of Policy Frameworks            
(Appendix B). Detailed progress to all the sections can be found in  Appendix C.  

The highlighted results comparing the 2 questionnaires are the following: 

1. Although in the previous survey, only 46% of participants heard about the AARC Policy              
Development Kit, in this second instance, the amount is reduced to 29%. This is              
probably due to the fact that relevant policies have been implemented and are therefore              
no longer discussed.  

2. The number of participants aware of SIRTFI are around 36%, relatively the same as the               
previous questionnaire, however participants became more aware about the status of           
their Incident Response Procedure at their sites, evolving from a 40% to a 65%.  

3. In addition, the previous 15% of participants who recognised to not have a designated              
security contact, have been informed in order to reduce this number to 0%, also reflected               
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on the participants being aware about the lack of a Security Policy which is reduced from                
23% to 7%. 

4. The number of participants aware of the GDPR has reached the 100%, a high              
improvement compared to the only 75% on the previous questionnaire. The same            
improvement near the 25% is reflected on the participants aware that their            
infrastructure/organisation has a policy regarding data protection. 

5. Arround 50% participants who did not have a Policy Notice had implemented one, and              
around 20% more have documented which kind of personal data is processed for their              
service. 

6. No improvements are reflected on the adoption of policy frameworks. The variations on             
the percentages are too small to be considered. Notice around 20% of organisations             
have permanent integration support compared to approximately 50% who had a fixed            
term using a funded project. 

5.3Results 
This second survey reflects a strong progress on the adoption of GDPR rules and compliance               
with the services. Almost all participants have implemented a policy notice on their service and               
documented which kind of personal data is processed. A fundamental step to achieve a              
community compliant with FAIR  data principles. 

In order to continue this progress in the correct direction, a reinforcement on the dissemination               
of [AARC-PDK] and [SIRTFI] frameworks is needed to achieve a common state of tools,              
framework and culture between members.  

As a bottomline we notice that the questionnaire showed progress in practical policy areas, i.e.               
those where service operators are involved in the formulation and support of policies. At the               
same time, the more theoretical concept of policy frameworks is less present in the minds of the                 
people targeted to answer the questionnaires. In total we tend to understand this as a positive                
outcome, since the policies just work, and their basic concepts did not require further              
discussion.  
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6. Conclusions 
The deliverable provides a detailed overview of the progress and achievements during this             
reporting period of the project. It presents the separation of responsibilities into the different              
roles that we identified in the infrastructure. These different roles have clear responsibilities and              
defined communication interfaces among each other, which allows for the smooth collaboration            
of domain experts. We show that the different roles can be applied to describe the different                
infrastructures (HPC and Cloud) that the project focuses on. 

The overall goal of unifying access to infrastructures and thematic services under an EOSC              
compatible architecture has been achieved for the Cloud resources and their associated            
storage. All Cloud infrastructures of the contributing partners have been integrated with the EGI              
Federated Cloud and are thereby available via EOSC compatible interfaces. 

For the non-cloud resources - HPC - a roadmap for integration is defined that consists of two                 
ways to integrate HPC with an EOSC AAI. The technological burden there is larger that for the                 
Cloud integration. The activities for the integrations have been detailed in this deliverable. 

The deliverable closed with an update about technical policy adaptation via the Policy Gap              
Analysis, where various policies and best operational procedures are identified, and instructions            
on how to use and apply these policies are provided. It proves that the new regulations, as                 
implied by GDPR, and the security policies are gaining coverage in the connected             
infrastructures. 

The deliverable contains an annex with the detailed answers to the questionnaires and an              
overview of the integration status and plans for each one of the infrastructure services.   
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Appendix A - Service Integration Status 
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Service Service Integration 
AAI Monitoring Accounting Info Provider Service Registry 

KIT 
(Storage facility) 

 In progress ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned  Considered 

KIT 
(WaTTS) 

 Done ⏲ Planned ∅ N/A ∅ N/A ⏲ Planned 

KIT 
(FEUDAL) 

 Done ⏲ Planned ∅ N/A ∅ N/A ⏲ Planned 

CSIC 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

INCD NCG 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

INCD NCG 
(HTC) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

 INCD RDA 
(Cloud) 

⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned 

INCD RDA 
(HTC) 

⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned 

CYFRONET 
(Storage facility) 

 Done  Done ∅ N/A ∅ N/A ∅ N/A 

PSNC 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  In progress  In progress  Done 

PSNC 
(HTC) 

Done Done Done Done Done 



                                                              
  

Table 1. Summary of the service integration status 
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IISAS 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

CESNET 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

CESGA 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

CESGA 
(HPC) 

⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned 

CESGA 
(Big Data Cluster) 

 In progress ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned ⏲ Planned 

BIFI 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

CETA -CIEMAT 
(Cloud) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 

CETA -CIEMAT 
(HPC) 

 Done  Done  Done  Done  Done 



                                                              
  

Appendix B - Policy Questionnaire 
List of questions sent in the Policy Gap Analysis ([Q D2.1] & [Q D2.2]): 

General questions 
This survey wants to identify the current status of the policies and organisational measures. 

1. Valid email & full name. 

2. Your institution name (e.g. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology). 

3. Please name your service and add a short description. 

4. Are you aware of the AARC Policy Development Kit? 

Operational Security 
This section asks for policies regarding operational security and incident response. It relies on              
Sirtfi. 

1. Are you aware of Sirtfi? 

2. Do you have an Incident Response Procedure? 

3. Do you have a designated security contact for your services? 

4. Do you have a Security Policy? 

Data Protection 
This section asks for measures regarding processing of the personal data.  

1. Are you aware of the General Data Protection Regulation and what is it for? 

2. Do you have a policy regarding data protection for your infrastructure/organisation? 

3. Do you have a Policy Notice for your service? 

4. Have you documented what kind of personal data is processed on your service? 

Policy Frameworks 
This section intends to capture information about how familiar are additional policy frameworks. 

1. Do you use REFEDS R&S entity category? 

2. Does your organisation provide a support for integrating the services in EOSC, together             
with the effort of running the service in production? 
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3. Do you use any assurance framework?  
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Appendix C - Questionnaire Results 
Answers comparison with [Synergy-D2.1] survey (Q D2.1) to all questions in chapter 4, Policy              
Gap Analysis. 

 

Operational Security 
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Data Protection 
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Policy Frameworks 
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